
Insight/Out 
by Bill Miller 

 
“All Souls are sacred.” 

Bill Miller 

 
 Our Quarterly Board Meeting was held July 17, 2020 via telephone conference call, and we are pleased 
to report that from April-June, we held thirteen Prayer Circles of Light and one Quarterly Business Meeting. 
  
 Our current “Earthwake,” COVD 19, and whatever follows, has given us as Light workers the 
opportunity to bring Hope, Love, and compassion to transform and heal ourselves, all lands, all people, and our 
planet Earth. Please continue your prayers and join our Wednesday Prayer Circle of Light when you can. We 
decided to subscribe to a monthly pay subscription ($6) for more reliable service. An average of 17-20  
participants have joined with us in prayer during each Circle of Light World Prayer for the last two months. 
 
 Since completing our “Galactic Emissaries” ebook, we are now working with Michael Verdict, 
Associate Producer and Recording Engineer and David Peterson, Narrator, to produce our audio book version 
of “The Unknown Life of Jesus.” 
 
 With invaluable technical support from Eric Valenzuela, both the “Unknown Life of Jesus” ebook and 
printed book, and “Messages from Our Galactic Emissaries” ebook are available from our Fellowship 
bookstore. We are expecting this to enable us to reach more people interested in the Fellowship wisdoms. 
 
 In June, a new HP desktop computer was purchased replacing our twelve-year-old computer which has 
been updated with the latest software and security systems. 
 
 We are very blessed in this time of financial challenges to be able to continue serving you our 
Fellowship members and friends and are grateful for your prayers and donations enabling the Fellowship to 
fulfill its sacred purpose. 

***** 
 

 Below is an excerpt from our ebook, “Messages from Our Galactic Emissaries” (maybe I should have 
titled it, “Messages from the Star People,” as these emissaries are referred to in Native American Spiritual 
Tradition). You may access this wisdom and others in our new ebook “Messages from our Galactic Emissaries” 
at the link below, where there are over three hundred pages of consciousness expanding wisdoms from our outer 
spacial connections. 
 

HELGON FROM PLANET SINGGONG 
Channel: Wayne Guthrie, D.D. 

 
 “The planet I come from is called SINGGONE. It has a strange sound and as I say it the vibrations become 
manifest. It has a vibratory field of 400,000 miles a minute as it travels around our Central Sun, and its movement has 
become so increased in vibration that we as Beings simply exist within Light, not within any other form. But we also have 
sound. As I speak through this Being [Wayne], I must take and transmute within myself first the light form or force….” 
 
 “Let us seek one thing that is of importance to you. When you send from your planet a rocket, a form of any kind 
which rises and pierces your band, your bands of—shall we say—atmosphere, within the piercing there is an 
instantaneous reaction which immediately cause the bands to close so that as the rocket or form enters and pierces and 
flows through, it drags with it that which comes from your vibratory fields, and as it motivates itself upward and outward, it 
becomes coated with particles which shimmer which have been seen by your astronauts. This form of coating is flaccid, 
and in its flaccidity, it becomes a singular reaction as soon as it re-enters the field. 
 
 “Returning into your bands, it washes off or is skinned off, and in this takes from the metal or the form which re-
enters its tensile strength. This is something which has not been tested by your men or scientists because they have not 



realized that within this is a far greater cause for research than that which goes outside. They have not at this point in any 
way tested what has occurred to the metallic surface of the rockets which return. 
 
 “Let us tell you something else. The Planetary System in which you reside is far greater than that which you see. 
To your sights you have not even touched that which is beyond the outer planet, which at this time is only as far as the 
Pluto. But outside of that are others far distant, far greater and with great encompassing action of their own molecular 
reactions….” 
 
 “We, too, are only a part of the great Universal Cosmic Consciousness, but each part of us is, in turn, increased in 
vibration as we move upward and outward. The planetary form upon which I reside is far different from that upon which 
you as humanity built your form, for we do not build from a birth source, we simply become a beam upon a light beam 
which is, far different from that upon which you base your life source…..” 
 
Much more amazing wisdom of the Cosmos follows in the book. 
 
  

******* 
 
 

Messages from our Galactic Emissaries 
Channeled to the Inner Group of a Mystery School 

by Bella Karish D.D. & Wayne Guthrie D.D. 

E-Book: $9.99 
 
Order at:   https://foug.org/bookstore/index.htm

 
About the Book 

Does life exist on other Planets within our Solar System...or perhaps even beyond? For more than three decades, 
the Fellowship of Universal Guidance received channeled messages, not only from Spiritual representatives of 
God, the Creative Source, but also from representatives of other Planets, who are often referred to in our 
worldwide media as “aliens,” “angels,” or “extraterrestrials.” These messages offer information, warnings, and 
hope that can be foundational in creating a New Earth.  

eBook 319 pages 

 
About the Authors 

Wayne Guthrie, D.D. and Bella Karish, D.D., ministers of the Fellowship of Universal Guidance — a mystery 
school — came together as a team in 1960 to channel knowledge and wisdoms from Spirit, presented in this 
book on Jesus, and other books. Dr. Bella Karish functioned as the Sensitive, having the gift of looking into the 
past and being sensitized to specific Teachers within the Spiritual Hierarchy who guided her. Dr. Wayne 
Guthrie utilized his sensitivity, intuition, and knowledge of Spiritual Law as the monitor and mentor. 

 
******* 

 

The Unknown Life of Jesus 



Channeled to the Inner Group of a Mystery School 

by Bella Karish D.D. & Wayne Guthrie D.D. 

E-Book 
$6.99 
Softcover 
$14.99 
 
Order at:  https://www.balboapress.com/en/bookstore/bookdetails/800210‐the‐unknown‐life‐of‐jesus 

 
About the Book 

This book presents new channeled insights (controversial) into the life of Jesus from the perspectives of Mary, 
Joseph, Judas, Peter, Pontius Pilate, Caiaphas and Jesus, Himself. 

 
About the Author 

Wayne Guthrie, D.D. and Bella Karish, D.D., ministers of the Fellowship of Universal Guidance — a mystery 
school — came together as a team in 1960 to channel knowledge and wisdoms from Spirit, presented in this 
book on Jesus, and other books. Dr. Bella Karish functioned as the Sensitive, having the gift of looking into the 
past and being sensitized to specific Teachers within the Spiritual Hierarchy who guided her. Dr. Wayne 
Guthrie utilized his sensitivity, intuition, and knowledge of Spiritual Law as the monitor and mentor. 


